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Apparently, the Egyptians themselves did not call their country Egypt, Greeks called them Aiguptos, Egypt;
they called themselves Kemit: "the land of the blacks" Religion was a big part of ancient African civilizations.
As Dr. I had to force myself to read it to the end. Is it the case that we just assume that weather made us what
color we are? I do not identify with any particular race. Ancient Africa is known for their traditons. Their
traditions have told the majority of facts we know about Ancient Africa. And here is something for you to
chew on. It is where scientist think people first orginated. Apparently, insecure white racists want to see
Egyptians as white to buttress their fantasy that only white folks could have civilization. Around B. You need
JavaScript enabled to view it. What this means is that reading this race crazed book was tedium for me. Diop
filled his book with, I would say that they seem like modern day Ethiopians especially the Amharic ; they are
probably related? Also there was no "black" civilization in antiquity, and certainly no concept of "black race"
to be destroyed. The idea is that black folks ought to be proud of their history and quit feeling inferior to white
folks. The solution to Dr. I love reading Chancellor Williams. Mauny insisted that Egyptians were a brown,
Mediterranean people. What difference does color really make? Now, if you say that since Egyptians lived in
the continent of Africa and Africans come in many colors that fairer Africans are nonetheless Africans I say,
good talk. Africans are always claiming to come from other people. Dr Osuji teaches, writes and consults on
leadership, management, politics, psychology and religions. I have travelled all over North America and
Europe and do not see people as different from me. Are the Amharics, the fairest Ethiopians, an admixture of
Semitic folk and Africans? They fished for tuna and turned their barley into beer. Is it because they feel utterly
inferior and need to be attached to those they feel are superior Egyptians, Arabs, and whites, Jews etc. They
took the bark fibers from trees and pounded it. They divided the large empire or kingdoms into districts. Diop
made much ado about this Egyptians depiction of the relative stages of the various races development,
especially the fact that they saw themselves as at the top, followed by Africans. They trekked into what is now
called Egypt. Diop cited a few Wolof words that seem the same as Egyptian words. I am supposed to be an
African hence supposedly dark but here we are and I am brown.


